STUDENT PETITION
STUDY OF RELIGION GRADUATE PROGRAM

Student’s name: ____________________________________________

Request for:  □ the use of a 299 in place of a graduate seminar
              □ a course substitution or transfer*

Course: _____________________________________________________
Topic: _______________________________________________________
Instructor: ___________________________________________________
Quarter/Year: _______________________________________________
Grade: _______________________________________________________

*In the case of a transfer request, please append the course syllabus.

Graduate Adviser Evaluation

☐ I approve of this course to fulfill a Study of Religion requirement as described here (check all that apply*):
   □ RAOS ________________________________________________
   □ AOC ________________________________________________
   □ TAOS ________________________________________________
   □ General elective requirement, including advanced language study

☐ I do not approve of this course due to:
   □ inappropriate level (not grad seminar-equivalent)
   □ inappropriate topic

_________________________________    __________________________
Graduate Adviser Signature          Date

*When course may count for more than one requirement, student is responsible for ensuring total unit requirement for the degree is still met.

~ Return approved forms to Maria ~